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This week’s learning goals
•

General: Applications, managing projects, the big picture.

Random Forests = New, very powerful algorithm oll.
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• Using Rattle log
➔ R code ➔ RStudio DONE MONDAY
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•ToMeasuring
classification performance
•

•

Specific functions for manipulation, analysis
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Using and Managing Data
Mining
•

Two applications examples: One good, one evil

•

Projects: running out of memory

•

Projects: The black hole of rational perfectionism
•

BDA projects = research & development,
not well-defined tasks.
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Seminar: Learning to Rank Results Optimally in Recommendation Engines
Consider the scenario where an algorithm is given a context, and then it must
select a slate of results to display. For example, the context may be a search
query, an advertising slot, or an opportunity to show recommendations. We
want to compare many alternative ranking functions that select results in
different ways. However, online A/B testing with traffic from real users is
expensive.
This research provides a method to use traffic that was exposed to a past
ranking function to obtain an estimate of the utility of a hypothetical new ranking
function. The method is a purely offline computation, and relies on just one
assumption that is quite reasonable.
Bio:
Charles Elkan = managing director and global head of machine learning at
Goldman Sachs in New York. From March 2014 to March 2018 he was the first
Amazon Fellow, leading a team of over 30 scientists and engineers in Seattle,
Palo Alto, and New York doing research and development in applied machine
learning in both e-commerce and cloud computing, His team’s work led to many
wins for Amazon, including, just in 2017, $250M incremental revenue from one
project and $58M incremental profit from a diﬀerent project.
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Memory limitations

•

read.csv (filename, skip= 20000 , n_max =10000)

•

sample_lines(filename,number.of.lines)
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Avoid the pit of perfectionism!

Avoid analysis paralysis
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STRATEGY: HOW TO IMPROVE MODEL FIT
1. Get more data (More Observations; New variables)
2. Feature engineering
•

Calculated variables e.g. clock time —-> time duration

•Transforms such as interaction terms; change from continuous to
discrete; log transform.
3. Bring in outside knowledge e.g. stopword lists; causal links
4. Change the algorithm. Use validation results to decide on best
•Switch to entirely new algorithm e.g. Random Forest
•Tune the coeﬃcients. Every algorithm needs tuning.
• E.g. reduce overfitting, or Use cutoﬀ >> .5
• What defines “best” result? Measuring model performance
5. Redefine the problem
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Random Forests
•

Build many simplified decision trees (e.g., 500).

•

For each tree:
•
•
•

•

Classify a new observation using every decision tree:
•
•
•

•

Select a random subset of the training set (N);
Choose random subsets of variables for each node of the decision tree
(m << p);
Build the tree without pruning (seemingly risks overfit)

Each of the 500 trees “votes” for the outcome.
The outcome with the largest number of votes wins!
The proportion of votes across 500 trees is the resulting score.

Outcome is a pseudo probability. 0 ≤ prob ≤ 1
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Mechanics of RFs
•

Each model uses random bag of observations. Typically omit 30%

•

Each time a split in a tree is considered, random selection of m predictors
chosen as candidates from the full set of p predictors. The split chooses
one of those m predictors, just like a single tree.

•

A fresh selection of m predictors is taken at each split.

•

randomForest() function in R
draws mtry = p/3 variables at each node for regression (continuous)
models
m = sqrt(p) variables for classification models.

•

If tree is deep, most of the p variables get considered at least once.

•

We do not prune the trees. (This speeds up computation, among other
effects.)
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Mechanics: combine trees at end
•

Run RF 300 times, get 300 models.
•

•

With many variables, may need > 300 more trees.

Final prediction or classification is based on voting
•

Usually use unweighted voting: all trees equal, majority wins.

•

For classification: majority of trees determines
classification

•

For prediction problems (continuous outcomes):
Average prediction of all the trees becomes the RF’s
prediction.
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Properties of RFs
•

Often works better than other methods.

•

Runs efficiently on large data sets.

•

Can handle hundreds of input variables.

•

Gives estimates of variable importance.

•

Results easy to use, but too complex to summarize (“black box”)

•

Cross-validation is built in:
Uses random subset of observations for each tree. (With
replacement.)
• Use Omitted observations validation set for that tree.
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Using bagging and random forests to reduce training variance
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with a larger mtry you’re more likely to draw some useful variables at every step of the
tree-growing procedure.
Continuing from the data in section 9.1, let’s build a spam model using random
forests.

R code

Listing 9.3
Load the
randomForest
package.

Using random forests

library(randomForest)
set.seed(5123512)

Set the pseudo-random seed to a
known value to try and make the
random forest run repeatable.

fmodel <- randomForest(x=spamTrain[,spamVars],

Use 100
trees to be
compatible
with our
bagging
example. The
default is
500 trees.

Report
the
model
quality.

y=spamTrain$spam,
ntree=100,
nodesize=7,

Call the randomForest() function
to build the model with
explanatory variables as x and the
category to be predicted as y.

Specify that each node of a tree must have a minimum of 7
elements, to be compatible with the default minimum node
size that rpart() uses on this training set.

importance=T)

accuracyMeasures(predict(fmodel,
newdata=spamTrain[,spamVars],type='prob')[,'spam'],
spamTrain$spam=="spam",name="random forest, train")
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##
model accuracy
f1 dev.norm

Tell the algorithm
to save information
to be used for
calculating variable
importance (we’ll
see this later).
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Using bagging and random forests to reduce training variance

with a larger mtry you’re more likely to draw some useful variables at every step of the
tree-growing procedure.
Continuing from the data in section 9.1, let’s build a spam model using random
forests.

Tuning a model

Listing 9.3 Using random forests
Load the
randomForest
package.

library(randomForest)
set.seed(5123512)

Set the pseudo-random seed to a
known value to try and make the
random forest run repeatable.

fmodel <- randomForest(x=spamTrain[,spamVars],

Use 100
trees to be
compatible
with our
bagging
example. The
default is
500 trees.

y=spamTrain$spam,
ntree=100,
nodesize=7,
importance=T)

How do we decide?

Call the randomForest() function
to build the model with
explanatory variables as x and the
category to be predicted as y.

Specify that each node of a tree must have a minimum of 7
elements, to be compatible with the default minimum node
size that rpart() uses on this training set.
Tell the algorithm
to save information
to be used for
calculating variable
importance (we’ll
see this later).

ntree =accuracyMeasures(predict(fmodel,
how many trees usually 200 to 500
Report
.5
mtry
variables
to
consider;
p
the = # newdata=spamTrain[,spamVars],type='prob')[,'spam'],
spamTrain$spam=="spam",name="random forest, train")
model
##
model accuracy
f1 dev.norm
quality.
sampsize
=
.6
*
nrow(Data).
#
How
many
## 1 random forest, train 0.9884142 0.9706611 0.1428786
accuracyMeasures(predict(fmodel,
observations
to use. Typically 60%
newdata=spamTest[,spamVars],type='prob')[,'spam'],
spamTest$spam=="spam",name="random forest, test")
nodesize
= minimum
##
model node
accuracy size #similar
f1 dev.norm to CART
## 1 random forest, test 0.9541485 0.8845029
0.3972416
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maxnodes = NULL. #grow the tree indefinitely

Lots of optional parameters
randomForest(x, y=NULL, xtest=NULL,
for RFytest=NULL, ntree=500,
mtry=if (!is.null(y) && !is.factor(y))
max(floor(ncol(x)/3), 1) else floor(sqrt(ncol(x))),
replace=FALSE, classwt=NULL, cutoff, strata,
sampsize = if (replace) nrow(x) else ceiling(.632*nrow(x)),
nodesize = if (!is.null(y) && !is.factor(y)) 5 else 1,
maxnodes = NULL,
importance=FALSE, localImp=FALSE, nPerm=1,
proximity, oob.prox=proximity,
norm.votes=TRUE, do.trace=FALSE,
keep.forest=!is.null(y) && is.null(xtest), corr.bias=FALSE,
keep.inbag=FALSE, …)
Only learn a few: mtry, sampsize, ntree
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Random Forests have builtin cross-validation!
•

Each tree is built from random subset of
observations (60%)

•

Use the other observations (40%) as the Validation
set!

•

Each node only uses a few variables
•

Each tree is ~ simple (few nodes)

•

This prevents overfitting
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Knowing which variables are most important (or at least, which variables contribute the most to the structure of the underlying decision trees) can help you with variable reduction. This is useful not only for building smaller, faster trees, but for
choosing variables to be used by another modeling algorithm, if that’s desired. We can

Importance of each variable

> VarImp <- importance(fmodel)

fmodel

Call importance() on the model.

char.freq.bang
capital.run.length.average
char.freq.dollar
word.freq.hp
word.freq.remove
word.freq.free
word.freq.edu
word.freq.your
capital.run.length.longest
word.freq.george
capital.run.length.total
word.freq.re
word.freq.1999
word.freq.you
word.freq.our
word.freq.hpl
word.freq.000
word.freq.money
char.freq.lparen
word.freq.will
word.freq.meeting
word.freq.internet
word.freq.business
word.freq.email
word.freq.650
word.freq.receive
word.freq.credit
word.freq.85
word.freq.mail
word.freq.font

varImpPlot(fmodel, type=1)

•
•

•

Measure importance:
How much does
adding this variable
improve the result
(over 500 trees)
Why do we care?

Several ways to
Figure
9.1 Plot of the
measure

•
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most important variables
in the spam model, as
measured by accuracy

Comparing algorithms
Property
Nonlinear
relationships?

Single
tree
Good

Random forest

Logistic /
regression

LASSO

Very good

Must preguess

Same as
regression
difficult

Explain to
audience?

Good

Difficult

Good (most
audiences)

Large p

Erratic

Good

Poor

Good

Variable
importance

Indirectly

Yes although
“odd”

Yes, very good

Yes

Handle continuous
outcomes (predict)

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Directly

Transform eg
logistic

Transform

Medium

Interpretation Normalize data

Handle discrete
Directly
outcomes (classify)
OTSUs

few
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Other properties of Random
Forests
•

“RF tends to be more robust to noise in the training
dataset and so tends to be a very stable model
builder, as it does not suffer the sensitivity to noise
that single-decision-tree does.”
(Stability = not sensitive to small changes)

•

Nonlinear without prior insight. Even weird ones.
0’s

1’s
20

Other algorithms using trees
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Generalize: Collections of
diverse models!
•

Multiple models are better than any single model.
•

Each model better at classifying some observations.

•

Random Forest: Use 300 models, weighted equally

•

Boosting algorithms: Change observation weights to
emphasize mis-classified observations.
•

Model #1 has 60% accuracy. Model 2 is told to emphasize
the 40% that were mis-classified by model 1. Model 3
emphasizes ones misclassified by 1 and 2. …
22

Model Averaging
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Comparing algorithms
Property

Single
tree

Nonlinear
relationships?

Good

Random forest

Logistic /
regression

LASSO

Very good

Must preguess

Same as
regression
difficult

Explain to
audience?

Good

difficult

Good (most
audiences)

Large p

Erratic

Good

Poor

Good

Variable
importance

No

Yes although
“odd”

Yes, very good

Yes

Handle continuous
outcomes (predict)

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Directly

Transform eg
logistic

Transform

Handle discrete
Directly
outcomes (classify)
OTSUs
=Opportunities to
Screw Up

Who are we kidding? All have plenty of OTSUs.
Always validate! —> detect problems
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A few R functions
•

Rfpred <- predict(Result, Valid.df) #Valid.df is the validation
dataset
•

Almost every algorithm has predict function

•

confusionMatrix(Rf.pred, Valid.df$Personal.Loan)

•

table(Rf.pred, Valid.df$Personal.Loan)

•

addmargins(table) # appends row and column sums

•

Mean squared error for continuous outcomes:
sum( (predicted - actual)^2 )
•
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Remainder of course
•

Text mining

•

Other algorithms

•

Case studies

•

Telling a story

•

Short presentations
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